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FEATURES:
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Features
Full H-Bridge Control
Fully PC Programmable
P,I,D or On/Off Control
PC Confi gurable Alarm Circuit
0-36VDC Output Using Split Power Supply
RS232 Communication Port
RoHS Compliant (5R7-001)
Set Temperature range of -40°C to 250°C dependent on sensor selection
Large program memory space for customization

Accessories
Model 5C7-576/5R7-576 Display:  4 Digit temperature readout for displaying set temperature or 
actual temperature with capability to adjust the set temperature.

-HS optional Heat Sink:  Recommended for applications using 15A of load or greater.  Add HS to the 
end of the part number to order.

TS Series Thermistors – TS67/TS136 (-20° to 110°C), TS91 (-40° to 150°C), TS104 (0 to 150°C), 
TS141 (-40° to 90°C), TS165 (25 to 250°C)

Specifi cations
Input Voltage:  12VDC to 36VDC
Output Voltage:  0 to 36VDC with split supply
Load Current:  0.1A to 25A
Temperature Resolution:  0.01°
PID Functions:
 Bandwidth:  0.1°C to50°C
 Integral:  0 to 10 repeats per minute
 Derivative:  0 to 10 minutes
PWM Base Frequency:  2.7 KHz
Ambient Temperature range:  -20°C to 70°C
Power Dissipation:  <10 Watts
Process Control Rate:  90 times per second
Output Power Resolution:  ±0.2%
Control Stability:  ±0.01°C

Model
5R6-576
$100.00 



GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The 5C7-001/5R7-001 is a bi-directional, H-bridge controller designed to control thermoelectric modules 
with the option to set as unidirectional.  The controller accepts an input voltage of 12-36VDC.  The output 
voltage can range from 0 to 36VDC if a split supply is used.  The load circuit is pulse width modulated at 
2.7KHz and delivers a load of .1 to 25 Amps.  Temperature resolution for this controller is 0.01°F, provid-
ing end point control stability up to ±0.01°C in a well designed thermal system.

The H-bridge confi guration allows for a seamless transition between heating and cooling.  Using a PC with 
an RS232 interface, the controller can be set for any of the following control confi gurations:  On/Off con-
trol, differential temperature control, manual control or any combination of PID control.  The user friendly 
software requires no programming experience to set up the controller.  The RS232 interface has 1500 VAC 
isolation fromall the electronic circuitry minimizing the interference from noise or errant signals.  Once the 
controller is set up, the computer may be disconnected and the controller becomes a stand alone unit.  If 
the computer is left connected, it can be used for data acquisition in a half duplex mode.  The temperature 
may also be set through the optional display or through a remote potentiometer.

The PC software also provides for several alarm types and the controller has 3 outputs for alarms with a 
5VDC output rated for 25mA of current.  In the set up menu the alarm function may be set as no alarm, 
tracking alarm, fi xed value alarm or computer controlled alarm.  The menu also offers selections for 
latching and for maintaining or cutting the power during an alarm.  The alarm sensor may by the control 
temperature sensor or a secondary sensor.
 

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

Model 5C7/5R7-001 is capable of operating from an input supply voltage of 12 through 28 VDC, common to 
many available thermoelectric modules.  The self-contained MOSFET output devices deliver load currents 
from 0.1 to 25 amperes (NOTE: consult appropriate installation instructions for power supply and heat 
sinking requirements for high current operation).  This unit will control total load power up to 680 watts 
with a fi nite temperature resolution of 0.05°C.

The output signal to the thermoelectric module is Pulse Width Modulated and is PC selectable for either 
675 Hz or 2700 Hz operation.  Pulse Width Modulation averages the amount of energy provided to the 
module and reduces the extreme temperature excursions that are experienced with an “on / off” system.  
This tends to extend the life and reliability of the thermoelectric devices.  The PWM control scheme affords 
control accuracy to within ±0.05°C. at the control sensor. 

The controller tuning structure allows designation of a variety of control features.  The computer set value 
provides for manual control of the output, either polarity, from 0% to 100% of load power.  Proportional 
bandwidth (P) in degrees, integral reset (I) in repeats per minute, and the derivative rate (D) in minutes 
may be confi gured for P, PI, PD, or PID control.  In addition, a deadband control (on/off) with an adjustable 
hysteresis may be selected.  Differential temperature control is offered when two input sensing thermistors 
are chosen.

A control temperature range of –20°C to 100°C (TS67 series probe) or -40°C to 70°C (TS141 series probe) 
is standard when using an Oven Industries’ thermistor sensor probe for the PC’s primary set temperature.  
Additional external set temperature input types may be selected.  They include a remote set temperature 
potentiometer, a 0 to 5 VDC signal, and a 0 to 20 ma current loop.  These secondary inputs are used 
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to defi ne and “map” the secondary input to an adjustable temperature range.  Differential set temperature 
control may also be selected from this confi guration menu.  All temperatures may be consistently displayed 
in °C. or °F.

Differential control is accomplished by selecting the primary set temperature with the second thermistor input 
and establishing the offset with the computer set temperature.  The unit will control the differential between 
Input 2 (reference temperature) and Input 1 (actual system temperature).

Two types of control output modes may be selected.  This determines the direction of the current fl ow through 
the thermoelectric module during the heat cycle.  This current fl ow may be from Wire Point WP1 (+) to Wire 
Point WP2 (-).  Alternatively, this current fl ow may be reversed from WP2 (+) to WP1 (-) as selected in the 
confi guration menu.

Several alarm types may be selected which provide a 5 VDC output, rated for 25 ma of current.  They consist 
of no alarm function, tracking alarm, and fi xed value alarm.  Alarm set temperature values are entered in the 
setup menu.  The computer-controlled selection is available for additional embedded controller input/output 
options.  The alarm setup menu also provides for selection of an alarm latching condition.  The alarm sensor 
may be either the control temperature sensor or a secondary thermistor sensor.

The various alarms have the ability to determine the status of the output power to the thermoelectric module 
or auxiliary heater.  Power may be maintained during an alarm condition or the main power may be shut 
down.
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TS67 at -20°C to 100°C
TS141 at -40°C to 70°C

OUTPUTS

CONTROL

INPUT #2 AUXIILLARY INPUT

5k ohm Potentiometer 
0 to 5 VDC* 

4 to 20ma DC** 
or

0 to 20ma DC** 
PC Set Value 

Diff Set = Input 2 

Summing 
Junction 

PID
PID W/ALARM 
DEADBAND 
DEADBAND W/ALARM

H-BRIDGE
1 TO 25 AP.M.W. 
2700Hz 

REMOTE INDICATOR
RED/YELLOW/GREEN LED’s 

INPUT #1 SENSOR 

Thermistor
Sensor 

*Controller Input Impedance 6.5k ohms 
**Requires addition of external resistor 
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SET-UP INSTRUCTIONS FOR 5C7/5R7 SERIES, THERMOELECTRIC MODULE, 
PC PROGRAMMABLE, TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER

1. Connect the appropriate DC power (12 to 28 volts) to the controller between WP3 (+) and WP4 (-) and the thermo-
electric module between WP1 and WP2 in accordance with the customer hook-up drawing.  Note:  the DC power 
supply must also match the voltage and current ratings of the thermoelectric module confi guration.

2. Connect the RS232 Communications Port from the controller (JP4) to the RS232 input on the PC.  Pin 1 of JP4 is 
the controller’s RX, Pin 2 of JP4 is the controller’s TX, and Pin 3 of JP4 is the controller’s Shield.

3. Turn power on to both the PC and controller.  The on-board green LED will fl ash at a steady rate to indicate the 
controller is energized correctly.

4. Insert the software CD into the computer.  To run the software from the CD Rom, select “START”, “RUN” from 
your Windows Desktop and then enter D:\MR001.exe and OK (D being your CD Rom).  This will load the PC 
interface into your computer’s RAM.

5. NOTE:  Refer to the Menu Tree in this manual for factory default settings.

6. The Menu Tree screen will appear on your PC monitor.

7. NOTE:  If you receive an error message, please refer to Appendix A.

8. All selections are made from this menu screen.  In the PC COMMUNICATIONS box, select the “COMM PORT” 
(1 through 8) which will be your communications link to the controller.  After making this selection, click on the 
INITIALIZE button. 

9. In the CONFIGURE box, the various menu selections are used to establish the custom operating criteria for the 
controller. NOTE:  To avoid damage to the thermoelectric module, confi rm that the OUTPUT ON/OFF is in the 
OFF position prior to proceeding!!

10. Next, click on the SET TEMP TYPE INPUT 2 menu key to reveal the options available.  COMPUTER SET VAL-
UE is to be set for the desired control set temperature.  The other selections, POTENTIOMETER SET, 0 to 5 vdc 
SET, 0 to 20 ma SET, and DISPLAY SET are for external set temperature adjustments.  The controller default set-
ting for these options is the full range of the thermistor input sensor.  The DIFF.SET=INP2+COMPSET establishes 
an actual set temperature that is the sum of the optional thermistor input sensor and the temperature selected as the 
COMPUTER SET VALUE.

11. Associated with the external set temperature adjustments are the SET TEMP HIGH RANGE and SET TEMP LOW 
RANGE selections.   These permit the selection of limitations on the temperature range of the external adjustments.  
Enter the desired values for these settings.  These set limit values must be within the range specifi ed for the probe. 

12. Now, click on the CONTROL TYPE menu key and select which type is appropriate for your application.  The 
DEADBAND CONTROL is an on/off control and PID CONTROL is a proportional/integral/derivative control.  
The COMPUTER CONTROL acts like an electronic variac in that a fi xed percentage of power may be applied to 
the load.

13. Clicking on the CONTROL MODE menu key permits the selection of either HEAT WP1+ and WP2- or HEAT 
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WP2+ and WP1-.  This selection establishes the polarity for the heating mode of the thermoelectric module.  (i.e. 
if the positive side of the module is connected to WP1 and the negative side to WP2, the module will heat when 
power is applied to the module, and vice versa if the wiring is reversed.)  This selection allows you to reverse the 
current fl ow in the thermoelectric module without changing the wiring.

14. The ALARM TYPE setting permits the selection of available alarm options with this controller.  The drop down 
menu allows for four selections.  NO ALARM PICKED indicates that no alarm parameters are desired.  SET 
TRACKING ALARMS allows an alarm to be set with respect to the set temperature and will move, accordingly, 
with a change of the temperature setting.  This option can be used for a high alarm, low alarm, or both settings.  
FIXED VALUE ALARMS permits the setting of a fi xed, absolute temperature either above or below the set point 
temperature or both.  COMPUTER CONTROLLED ALARM is not an actual alarm, but a user activation of the 
alarm relay via the PC.

 
15. The POWER OUT SHUT DOWN IF ALARM menu key provides two selections. NO SHUT DOWN IF ALARM 

which will let the power output stage of the controller to continue to function or MAIN OUT SHUTDOWN IF 
ALARM which disables the power output stage under an alarm condition.

16. Associated with the ALARM TYPE confi guration are the HIGH ALARM SETTING, LOW ALARM SETTING, 
and the ALARM DEADBAND selections.  If an alarm type has been selected, enter the desired high and low tem-
perature values.  The ALARM DEADBAND option is to set the hysteresis of the alarm values from 0.1°F to 100°F.

17. The ALARM LATCH option permits the selection of an ALARM LATCH OFF where the controller will auto-
matically reset if the alarm condition is self-correcting or ALARM LATCH ON which will maintain that an alarm 
condition existed and must be manually cleared. 

18. The CHOOSE SENSOR FOR ALARM option allows for the selection of either the thermistor CONTROL SEN-
SOR or the INPUT 2 SENSOR be used for the alarm. 

19. The CHOOSE DEG C OR DEG F menu key permits the selection of displaying DEG F or DEG C.

20. Review all of your controller confi guration selections.  If all the confi guration selections are correct for your appli-
cation, select the Send Box Values button to download these settings to the controller. 

21. You are now ready to tune the controller.  All selections for this portion will occur in the menu tree TUNING box 
displayed on the monitor. 

22. Output shutdown current counts are how you set the high current alarm trip point. A value of 14 equals                     
        
       14X2.5=35Amps

23. OVER CURRNT RESTART is how many times the unit will retry before if shuts down on an over current
       condition.

24. EEPROM WRITE ENABLE if checked saves your tuning and alarm parameters when the unit is powered  
       down if the box is not checked the unit will revert back to the parameters that were stored last time the box 
       was checked.                    

25. NOTE:  Refer to the Menu Tree in this manual for the factory default settings for the following parameters.

26. FIXED SET TEMP is the set temperature value entered in degrees.  This temperature is one within the range of the 
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input sensor or the limits of low and high set ranges from the controller confi guration setup.  The COMPUTER 
CONTROL selection in the CONTROL TYPE confi guration provides a fi xed percentage of power to the load.  
This power resolution with a set temp entry of 0.0 is equal to 0% power and +12.0 equals 100% power and -
12.0 equals -100% power.

27. PROPORTIONAL BANDWIDTH is the temperature band in which 0% to 100% power will be applied to the 
load.  The acceptable bandwidth values that may be entered are 1° to 100°.

28. INTEGRAL GAIN shifts the proportional bandwidth with respect to the set point to compensate for droop.  
This value is expressed in repeats per minute and the acceptable values that may be entered are 0 to 50 repeats 
per minute.

29. DERIVATIVE GAIN senses the rate of rise or fall of the system temperature and adjusts the cycle time of the 
controller to minimize overshoot or undershoot.    This value is expressed in cycle rates per minute and the ac-
ceptable values that may be entered are 0 to 10 cycles per minute.

30. CONTROL DEADBAND is the temperature band where the controller is turned on and off by either rising or 
falling temperatures where no heating or cooling takes place.  This band is expressed in °F and the acceptable 
values that may be entered are 0.1°F to 100°F.

31. Review the tuning parameters for correctness and then select the Send Box Values button to download these 
constants to the controller.  

32. INPUT 1 OFFSET is a manual method of compensating for the sensor 1 temperature and actual control tem-
perature.

33. INPUT 2 OFFSET is a manual method for compensating for the sensor 2 temperature and actual temperature.

34. HEAT SIDE MULTIPLIER is a 0 to 1.00 numerical multiplier that compensates for the non-symmetrical re-
sponse of the thermoelectric module between the heat and cool modes. A value of 1 allows 100% heater power, 
a value of .5 allows 50% of max heater power, a value of .25 all 25% of max heater power.

35. COOL SIDE MULTIPLIER is the same as heat side multiplier except works with the cooling power.

36. If you have entered values in the CALIBRATE box and they are the desired settings, select the Send Box Values 
button to download these constants to the controller.

37. Initial set-up of your controller is complete.



APPLICATION NOTE 353

5 Minutes to PID Tuning of the Controller

Tuning the TE temperature controller involves three variables. (P)ropotional bandwidth, (I)ntegral action, and 
(D)erivative rate.

The control algorithm sums the three values of these terms to determine the output power.

P + I + D = % Power Applied

Most applications work satisfactorily with only the “P” and “I” values used. 

Start the tuning process by setting the Integral and Derivative functions to zero. 

Proportional Bandwidth is defi ned as the temperature range around the setpoint where the controller modulates 
(proportions) the output power. In a heating application, if the temperature is above the proportional band, the controller 
output is OFF. If the temperature is below the proportional band, the controller output is ON. 

Each thermal system has its own time constants determined by the thermal mass of the components and the placement 
of the sensor relative to the load. To tune the system the bandwidth must be wide enough that the controller can sense a 
change and react to it before the temperature drifts outside the bandwidth. If the bandwidth is too small the output will 
oscillate above and below the setpoint, never settling into control. 

The bandwidth range is 1° to 100°.  The units are shipped with a default setting of  20°.

Assuming the controller is confi gured for your requirements, start the tuning process by applying power with the 
default settings and observing the system’s response. If the system comes into the proportional band and maintains 
a steady temperature near setpoint, without over shoot, the bandwidth setting is satisfactory or too large. Reduce the 
bandwidth setting until the system just begins to oscillate.  At this point, the bandwidth is too small. Note the bandwidth 
setting that just caused the system to oscillate, record the period of oscillation for use in determining the Integral 
Reset setting. To set the proportional bandwidth, multiply the current bandwidth setting by 1.5 and use it as your new 
bandwidth setting. The system should come into control and maintain a steady temperature near the setpoint. 

Integral Reset monitors the difference between the set point and the actual temperature. Its function is to slowly 
change the output power until the delta between actual temperature and set temperature is zero. 

The function works by integrating the error signal at fi xed intervals.  These intervals are expressed in repeats/minute. 
The acceptable range is 0.01 to 10 repeats /minute. Start with a setting determined by the following formula.

Integral Reset = 
1 1

2x
P

Note: Period is expressed in minutes.
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Example: The system‘s period of oscillation with narrow bandwidth was 75 seconds.  Therefore the suggested 
Integral Rate is 

 Integral Reset = 
1 1

21.25min
x

 Integral Reset = 0.4 repeats/minute

For slower response reduce the number of repeats per minute.

NOTE: DERIVATIVE RATE IS DIFFICULT TO APPLY.  IF YOU ARE NOT EXPERIENCED IN PROCESS CONTROL, 
ASK FOR HELP NOW!

Derivative Rate senses the rate of change of the temperature and allows the controller to anticipate power 
needed to compensate for rapid changes in system loading. This term is generally used only on very sluggish 
systems or where very quick response is necessary. The acceptable range for the 5C7-362 is 0.01 to 10 cycles/
minute.

To determine an appropriate derivative rate, use the following formula.

 Derivative Rate = Integral Reset / 10

For the example above the Derivative Rate would be .06 cycles per minute.

The Derivative function is diffi cult to use and often causes more trouble than it is worth!

APPENDIX A
Troubleshooting Communications Port

  Error Message   Cause   Solution

  Comm Port Timeout   No power to controller  Apply power to controller, review
 Customer Drawing for proper hookup.  

  Comm Port Timeout   Wrong Comm Port Selected Check Computer hardware settings 
and set to the correct Comm Port.

  Comm Port Timeout Incorrect wiring of the Comm Port                
to the Computer.

Check for the correct wiring from 
JP3 to the Computer.

  Comm Port Open Error No Comm Port available at this 
port setting

Check Computer hardware setting and 
set to the correct Comm Port.
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NOTES:

 PO Box 290
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055
717-766-0721 -Fax: 717-766-4786
www.ovenind.com

Pre-fl ight Checklist
Did you …

• select a power supply to match the voltage and current rating of your TEM (peltier device)?
• connect the temperature probe to the controller?
• mount the temperature probe on the TEM cold plate or sink? 
• connect TEM connections to the controller?
• connect the serial interface cable?
• connect power to the controller?
• select a serial port on your computer?
• initialize the GUI (graphic user interface) with the controller?
• select the appropriate probe from the GUI listbox? (start with default confi guration)
• check for a valid temperature via sample function? 
• choose a temperature setpoint? (start with default tuning parameters)
• enable the H-Bridge output stage?
• send new settings to the controller?


